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Columns

In Revit, columns can be placed as Architectural (1) and
Structural (2) elements.

Architectural Columns can be used to model column 
box-outs around structural columns and for decorative
applications. Architectural columns inherit the material
of other elements to which they are joined.
Compound layers in walls wrap at architectural col-
umns.

Structural Columns are used to create supporting build-
ing elements. Structural columns also contain properties 
used for structural analysis.
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Columns

To place a column, use the Column tool:

Note: Columns are Loadable families. You can load ad-
ditional columns from the Revit library. To load addition-
al columns go to:

1

Architecture tab        Building panel        Column drop-down

or

Structural tab        Structure panel        Column

Place Column/Structural Column tab        Model panel        Load Family

or

Insert tab        Load from Library Panel        Load Family

Navigate to the Column/Structural Column folder, and 
open the desired family file
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On the option bar, following can be specified:

Rotate after placement (1) - Select this option to rotate 
column immediately after placing it.

Level (3D views only) (2) - Select a level for the column’s 
base. For plan views, the view’s level is the base level for 
the column.

Note: This column orientation can also be changed by 
using the Spacebar while placing the column.

Height/Depth (3) - The Height setting draws the column 
upward from its base. To draw the column downward 
from its base, select Depth.

Level/Unconnected (4) - Select a level for the top of the 
column, or select Unconnected and specify the column 
height.

Room Bounding (5) - Select this option to designate the 
column as room-bounding before you place it.
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Architectural columns are placed freely.

Structural columns can be placed as multiple at one 
time by the At Grids or At Columns option.

For example if At Grids is used, select the grids you want 
to use for placement and finish the mode. A structural 
column will be placed at all grid intersections. If the At 
Columns option is selected a structural column will be
placed at each architectural column.
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Structural columns can be placed vertical or slanted.

To place a slanted column, following can be specified 
in the option bar:

1st Click (Plan view placement only) (1) - Select the level 
for the column start point. Specify an offset for the 
column end in the text box.

2st Click (Plan view placement only) (2) - Select the level 
for the column end point. Specify an offset for the 
column end in the text box.

3D Snapping (3) - Select 3D snapping if you want either 
or both ends of the column to snap to previously placed 
structural elements. This is the most accurate place-
ment method when placing in sections, elevations, or 3D 
views.
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Modify structural column type 
properties to change flange width, 
web thickness, identity data, and 
more.

Structural Columns Type Properties
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Note: Identity Data parameters are 
not listed in the table.

Structural

Section Shape

Dimensions

The dimension parameter depends on the section shape. They can also be added manually.

Structural Analysis

Includes parameter like Section Area, Perimeter, Nominal Weight, Moment of Inertia, Elastic Modulus, etc.

Structural Section Geometry

Includes parameter like external width and height of the section shape, distance from the centroid of the section
shape to the lower extremities along horizontal and vertical axis, etc.

Specifies the structural section shape family category of the element. The section
shape creates additional dimensions and parameters for the element. This pa-
rameter is for structural columns only.



Modify structural column instance 
properties to change level offsets, 
geometry justification, phasing data, 
and more.

Columns Constraints

Column Location Mark The coordinate location of a vertical column on the project grid.

Base Level Constraining level of the column base.

Base Offset Offset of base from base level.

Top Level Constraining level of the column top.

Top Offset Offset of top from top level.

Column Style Either Vertical, Slanted - End Point Driven, or Slanted - Angle Driven. Specifies the 
slant style of the column which enables type specific modification tools.

Moves With Grids Changes the vertical column constraint to the grid.

Move Top With Grids Changes the vertical column constraint to the grid.

Move Base With Grids Constrains the base endpoint of the slanted column to the grid.

Room Bounding Changes column constraint to room-bounding conditions.
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Top Cut Style Either Perpendicular, Horizontal or Vertical. Specifies the cut style at the top of the 
column when unattached to a reference or element.

Base Cut Style Either Perpendicular, Horizontal or Vertical. Specifies the cut style at the base of 
the column when unattached to a reference or element.

Base is Attached Read-only parameter specifying that the base of the column is mid-joined to a 
beam or attached to a structural floor or roof.

Top Extension Offset of the top of the column when unattached to a reference or element

Base Geometry 
Alignment

Either Location Line, Top of Beam, Bottom of Beam, or Center of Beam. Specifies 
the working point along an attached beam to which the centerline of a slanted 
column adjusts at its base.

Top Geometry 
Alignment

Either Location Line, Top of Beam, Bottom of Beam, or Center of Beam. Specifies 
the working point along an attached beam to which the centerline of a slanted 
column adjusts at its top.

Attachment:
Justification At Base

Either Minimum Intersection, Intersect Column Midline, Maximum Intersection, or 
Tangent. Specifies the degree of cutback or tangential justification at the base of 
the colum at the join.

Attachment:
Justification At Top

Either Minimum Intersection, Intersect Column Midline, Maximum Intersection, or 
Tangent. Specifies the degree of cutback or tangential justification at the top of 
the colum at the join.

Top is Attached Read-only parameter specifying that the top of the column is mid-joined to a 
beam or attached to a structural floor or roof.

Offset From Attachment 
At the Base

Offset of the base of the column from the mid-joined beam or attached elements.

Base Extension Offset of the base of the column when unattached to a reference or element.
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Columns Constraints

Structural Material Specifies a material for the element which will be used in structural analysis.

Structural

Top Connection Applies to steel columns only. Turns on the visibility of a moment or shear connec-
tion symbol. The symbols are visible only in elevations and cuts parallel to the 
main axis of the column in coarse view.

Base Connection Applies to steel columns only. Turns on the visibility of the base plate symbol. The 
symbols are visible only in elevations and cuts parallel to the main axis of the 
column in coarse view.

Enable Analytical 
Model

Displays the analytical model and includes it in analytical calculations. Selected 
by default. See Disable an Analytical Model.

Top Attachment 
Distance

Distance from the referenced end of the top attached beam to the join location 
on the slanted column.

Top Attachment Ratio The ratio of distance from the referenced end of the attached beam to the top 
join location on the slanted column to the total lenght of the beam.

Top Attachment
Reference End

Either Start or End. Specifies the end of the top attached beam from which to 
calculate distance or ratio.

Top Attachment Type Either Distance or Ratio. Determines if the top join of a slanted column is mea-
sured as a distance or a ratio of the lenght of the beam.

Structural Columns Instance 
Properties



Base Attachment Type Either Distance or Ratio, Determines if the base join of a slanted column is mea-
sured as a distance or a ratio of the lenght of the beam.

Base Attachment 
Distance

Distance from the referenced end of the base attached beam to the join location 
on the slanted column.

Base Attachment 
Ratio

The ratio of distance from the referenced end of the attached beam to the base 
join location on the slanted column to the total lenght of the beam.

Base Attachment 
Reference End

Either Start or End. Specifies the end of the base attached beam from which to 
calculate distance or ratio.

Rebar Cover -
Top Face

Applies to concrete columns only. Sets the rebar cover distance from the column 
top face.

Rebar Cover -
Bottom Face

Applies to concrete columns only. Sets the rebar cover distance from the column 
bottom face.

Rebar Cover -
Other Faces

Applies to concrete columns only. Sets the rebar cover distance from the column 
other element faces.

Estimated 
Reinforcement Volume

Specifies the estimated reinforcement volume of the selected element. This is a 
read-only parameter that only displays when rebar has been placed.
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Mark A label created for the column. Possible use: shop mark. This value must be unique 
for each element in a project. Revit warns you if the number is already used but 
allows you to continue using it. You can see the warning using Review Warnings 
tool. For more information, see Review Warning Messages.

Dimensions

Volume Volume of the selected column. A read-only value.

Identify Data

Comments User comments.

Phasing

Phase Created Indicates in which phase the column component was created. For more informa-
tion, see Project Phasing.

Phase Demolished Indicates in which phase the column component was demolished. For more infor-
mation, see Project Phasing.

Structural Columns Instance 
Properties
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In Revit, use beams tools to add load-bearing structural
elements to building models.

It is good practice to first add grids and columns before
creating beams.

When adding a beam to a plan view, you must set the 
bottom clip plane below the current level; otherwise, the 
beam is not visible in the view. If you use a structural 
template, however, the view range and visibility settings 
will display beams accordingly.

Elements of each beam are defined through the type
properties of the specific beam family. In addition, vari-
ous instance properties can be modified to define the 
functionality of the beam.

Revit Elements

Beams



Note:  Beams are Loadable families. You can load addi-
tional beams from the Revit library. Go to:

Modify/Place Beam tab        Model panel        Load Family

or

Insert tab        Load from Library Panel        Load Family

Navigate to the Structural Framing folder, and open the 
desired family file.

Sketch individual beams

Create a chain of beams

Select grid lines that lie between structural elements

Create a beam system

To place a beam, use the Beam tool:

Structuraltab        Structure panel        Beam

You can attach beams to any structural element in your 
project using one of the following methods:

On the Draw panel, select a draw tool to place the 
beam.

You can draw a beam by using line, rectangular, polyg-
onal, circular or arced layouts.

You can also use the Pick Lines tool to place beam seg-
ments along lines you select in the drawing.

Revit Elements

Beams
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Beams
On the option bar, following can be specified:

1 2 3 4

Specify a Placement Plane (1) if a work plane other than 
the current level is required.

Specify a Structural Usage (2) for the beam.

Select 3D Snapping (3) to snap to other structural ele-
ments in any view. You can sketch beams outside of the 
current work plane. For example, when 3D snapping is 
enabled, roof beams will snap to the tops of columns, 
regardless of elevation.

Select Chain (4) to continously place beams in succes-
sion. The second click in placing a beam will be the start 
of the next beam. Press Esc to complete chain placing 
beams.



Sketch the beam by clicking the start point and endpoint in the
drawing area.

Beams can be placed as multiple at one time by using the On
Grid option.
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Beams
Placing Beams

Sketch individual beams. Place Beams with the Grid Tool

To specify an exact length of beam while sketching, click at the
start point and move the cursor in the direction it should extend. 
Start typing the desired length and press Enter to place the 
beam.

Use the Grid tool to select grid lines to place beams automatically 
between other structural elements such as columns, structural 
walls, and other beams.

On Grids
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Structural Usage of Beams

The Structural Usage property of a beam is typically au-
tomatically assigned based on the structural elements 
that support the beam. However, structural usage can 
be changed before or after the beam is placed.

Beams and their structural properties also have the fol-
lowing characteristics:

The following table lists the default automatic Structural 
Usage setting for beams, based on which elements are 
being connected:

The default Structural Usage setting can be changed 
using the Properties palette.

Beams can be attached to any other structural element, 
including structural walls, however they will not join to 
non-bearing walls.

The structural usage parameter can be included in a 
structural framing schedule, allowing quantity calcula-
tion of girders, joists, purlins, and horizontal bracing.

The structural usage parameter value determines the 
line style of the beam in a coarse-scale view. Use the 
Object Styles dialog to change the default styles of 
structural usage.

The structural usage parameter value determines the 
line style of the beam in a coarse-scale view. Use the 
Object Styles dialog to change the default styles of 
structural usage.
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Beam Type Properties

Modify beam type properties to 
change flange width, web thickness, 
identity data, and more.

Note: Identity Data parameters are 
not listed in the table.

Structural

Section Shape

Dimensions

The dimension parameter depends on the section shape. They can also be added manually.

Structural Analysis

Includes parameter like Section Area, Perimeter, Nominal Weight, Moment of Inertia, Elastic Modulus, etc.

Structural Section Geometry

Includes parameter like external width and height of the section shape, distance from the centroid of the section
shape to the lower extremities along horizontal and vertical axis, etc.

Specifies the structural section shape family category of the element. The section
shape creates additional dimensions and parameters for the element. This pa-
rameter is for structural columns only.
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Beam Instance Properties

Modify beam instance properties 
to change level offsets, geometry 
justification, phasing data, and 
more.

Constraints

Reference Level The constraining level. This is a read-only value that is dependent on the work 
plane on which the beam was placed.

Start Level Offset The distance of the beam start point from the reference level. Values entered here 
are reset when the member is pinned. Read-only when pinned.

Work Plane The current plane on which elements are placed. This is a read-only value.

End Level Offset The distance of the beam end point from the reference level. Values entered here 
are reset when the member is pinned. Read-only when pinned.

Orientation Specifies the orientation of the beam from a sloped plane on which it is sketched. 
Either Normal or Horizontal. Normal maintains the beam flanges parallel with the 
plane on which it is sketched. Horizontal orients the beam flanges to a horizontal 
position. Orientation is susceptible to the justification and offset properties under 
Geometric Position.

Cross-Section Rotation Controls rotating beams and braces. The angle of rotation is measured from the 
beam’s work plane and the direction of the center reference plane.
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Beam Instance Properties
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Geometric Position

Start Extension Applies to steel beams only. A dimension that adds beam geometry beyond the 
start end of the beam.

Start Join Cutback Applies to steel beams only. The dimension between the edge of the start end of 
the beam and the element to which it is connected. Only for the joined start of the 
element.

End Join Cutback Applies to steel beams only. The dimension between the edge of the finish end of 
the beam and the element to which it is connected. Only for the joined end of the 
element.

yz Justification Applies to steel beams only. Either Uniform or Independent. Uniform allows setting 
the same parametersto both start and end of a beam. Independent allows setting 
different parameters to start and end of a beam.

End Extension Applies to steel beams only. A dimension that adds beam geometry beyond the 
finish end of the beam.

y Justification Applies to Uniform justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the physical 
geometry with respect to the location line: either Origin, Left, Center, Right.

y Offset Value Applies to Uniform justified steel beams only. The numeric value that offsets the 
geometry. The distance between the location line and the characteristic point set 
in y Justification parameter.

z Justification Applies to Uniform justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the physical 
geometry with respect to the location line: either Origin, Top, Center, Bottom.

z Offset Value Applies to Uniform justified steel beams only. The distance between the location 
line and the characteristic point set in z Justification parameter.

Start y Justification Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the 
physical geometry of the start end of the beam with respect to the location line: 
either Origin, Left, Center, Right.



Start y Offset Value Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. The numeric value that offsets 
the geometry at the start end of the beam. The distance between the location line 
and the characteristic point set in the Start y Justification parameter.

Start z Justification Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the 
physical geometry with respect to the location line at the start end of the beam: 
either Origin, Top, Center, Bottom.

Beams
Beam Instance Properties

Revit Elements

Start z Offset Value Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. The numeric value that offsets 
the geometry at the finish end of the beam. The distance between the location 
line and the characteristic point set in the Start z Justification parameter

End y Justification Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the 
physical geometry of the finish end of the beam with respect to the location line: 
either Origin, Left, Center, Right.

End y Offset Value Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. The numeric value that offsets 
the geometry at the start end of the beam. The distance between the location line 
and the characteristic point set in the End y Justification parameter.

End z Justification Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. Specifies the location of the 
physical geometry of the finish end of the beam with respect to the location line: 
either Origin, Left, Center, Right.

End z Offset Value Applies to Independent justified steel beams only. The numeric value that offsets 
the geometry at the start end of the beam. The distance between the location line 
and the characteristic point set in the End z Justification parameter.
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Materials and Finishes

Structural

Structural Material Controls the hidden view display of structural elements. Concrete or Precast will 
display as hidden. Steel or Wood will be visible when another element is in front of 
it. Unassigned will not display if hidden by another element. See Change the Phys-
ical Properties of a Material.

Stick Symbol Location Applies to steel beams only

Start Connection Applies to steel beams only. A moment frame, or cantilever symbol at the start 
end of a beam.

End Connection Applies to steel beams only. A moment frame, or cantilever symbol at the finish 
end of a beam.

Cut Length The physical length of the beam. This is a read-only value.

Structural Usage Specifies the usage. Either Girder, Horizontal bracing, Joist, Other, Purlin, or Chord.

Start Attachment Type Either End Elevation or Distance. Specifies the attachment orientation at the start 
position of the beam. End Elevation (default) orients the start position at the 
placement level of the beam. Distance orients the start position to the join loca-
tion on a column. See About Adjusting the Beam Elevation at Column Join.

Start Attachment Type Specifies the offset of the beam start from the column connection point when 
Start Attachment Type is set to Distance. See About Adjusting the Beam Elevation 
at Column Join.

Start  of Attachment 
to Reference Column

Specifies either the Top or Bottom of the column from which the Start Attachment 
Distance is measured. See About Adjusting the Beam Elevation at Column Join.



End Attachment Type Either End Elevation or Distance. Specifies the attachment orientation at the end 
position of the beam. End Elevation (default) orients the end position at the place-
ment level of the beam. Distance orients the start position to the join location on a 
column. See About Adjusting the Beam Elevation at Column Join.

End of Attachment 
to Reference Column 

Specifies either the Top or Bottom of the column from which the End Attachment 
Distance is measured. See About Adjusting the Beam Elevation at Column Join.

Enable Analytical Model Displays the analytical model and includes it in analytical calculations. Selected 
by default. See Disable an Analytical Model.

Camber Size Applies to steel beams only. The beam camber.

Number of Studs Applies to steel beams only. The number of studs per beam.

Rebar Cover - 
Top Face 

Applies to concrete beams only. The rebar cover distance from the beam top 
face.

Rebar Cover - 
Bottom Face

Applies to concrete beams only. The rebar cover distance from the beam bottom 
face.

Rebar Cover - 
Other Faces

Applies to concrete beams only. The rebar cover distance from the beam to adja-
cent element faces.

Estimated 
Reinforcement Volume

Applies to concrete beams only. Specifies the estimated reinforcement volume of 
the selected element. This is a read-only parameter that only displays when rebar 
has been placed.

Beams
Beam Instance Properties
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Comments User Comments

Phase Created Indicates in which phase the beam component was created. 

Phase Demolished Indicates in which phase the beam component was demolished.

Beams
Beam Instance Properties
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Dimensions

Identity Data

Phasing

Length The length between beam handles. This is the analytical length of the beam. This 
is a read-only value.

Elevation at Top Indicates the elevation used for tagging the top of the beam. This is a read-only 
parameter that reports Varies for sloped planes.

Mark A label created for the beam. Possible use: shop mark. This value must be unique 
for each element in a project. Revit warns you if the number is already used but 
allows you to continue using it. 

Elevation at Bottom Indicates the elevation used for tagging the bottom of the beam. This is a 
read-only parameter that reports Varies for sloped planes.

Volume The volume of the selected beam. This is a read-only value.



Next Steps
Exercise Files Columns and Beams
Revit Elements - Floors and Roofs, Circulation 
Revit Views
Managing Documentation
Import / Link Files
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